PLUMBING PERMIT
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR
PLUMBING PERMIT

CITY OF DALLAS

By checking each requirement you are stating that you have supplied correct and complete
information. In the event that the required information is not contained in the submitted documents,
you will be notified of the deficiency. Failure to supply the additional requested information within five
(5) working days after notification may result in your application being delayed and eventually
discarded. A new application, the original application, complete plans, and a new checklist will be
required for re-submittal for plan review. This resubmittal will be treated as a new application and will
be processed in the order of receipt.
GENERAL: Two sets of plans and all plans must be legible, drawn to scale and dimensioned.
The following is a list of typical plumbing code requirements and may not be a complete plan
review checklist, nor is it intended as a design specification or instruction list for untrained
persons. This checklist is based on the current Dallas Plumbing Code.
1. SITE PLAN
Size and location of sewer with slope or grade indicated with calculated fixture
units.
Size and location of water service lines with calculated fixture unit loading. Indicate
size of water meter and available water pressure at service.
Identify and provide separate irrigation meter or provide complete irrigation plan.
Identify the type and location of all backflow prevention devices.
Size and location of gas line with calculated BTU demand.
Identify all easements
2. DRAINAGE PIPING
Architectural overlay with drainage piping layout.

Riser diagram of DWV system
Fixture unit calculations for entire system
All pipe sizes clearly indicated
Show location and type of all fixtures
Calculations (with occupant load) for minimum fixture requirements
3. WATER PIPING
Architectural overlay with water piping layout
Riser diagram of water piping system
Fixture unit calculations for entire system
. All pipe sizes clearly indicated
Identify the type and location of all backflow preventors
I,

have read the above information and acknowledge that all required documents have been provided.
Please Print

Signature
Building Inspection Division

320 E. Jefferson Blvd.

Date
Dallas, TX 75203

Staff cannot accept incomplete or illegible documents
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